
Creating Moments
Creating moments is the heart of Tend.ly. You can choose to create moments from the Administrator 
dashboard or a user’s timeline. Just select New Moment to launch the moment maker.

Using the Moment Maker you can create a number of different moment types: 
• Comment: The comment moment allows staff the ability to enter free form text about memorable 

moments during the day. 
• Potty: The potty moment records information regarding toileting activities. 
• Food: Within the food moment, staff members can log food consumption for a given food period 

(breakfast, snack, lunch). That food information is pulled form the Menu module and populated by 
the Administrator. 

• Sleep: Staff can log sleep times throughout the day. 
• Alert: Alert moments send urgent and important information immediately. When an Alert moment 

is posted, all notification settings are overridden and that moment is immediately emailed and 
texted using selected users’ contact information. If you choose to tag the entire organization in an 
Alert moment, this moment will be sent to ALL users regardless of checkin status. This type of 
Alert would be useful to communicate information about delays or closings where you want all 
users to receive the information. If you manually select a group or individual users, you will only 
be able to send that Alert message to users’ who are currently checked in. Alerting individual 
users would be important if you need to inform a smaller group of a specific, timely issue such as 
an injury. 

Each moment type collects slightly different types of information but all moments allow for: 
• Time: Moments are created with the current time loaded, but even if you create a moment after it 

happened, you can always set the time so it appears on the user’s timeline.   
• Photos & Videos: No matter what moment type, you can always attached a photo or video. 
• People: Each moment that is created needs to be associated with a user or group. From this area, 

you can specify specific individuals or the entire group to be tagged in the moment. Once a user 
is tagged in a moment, it will be placed on their timeline.

Choose your moment type 

Need a different moment? 
One of the best parts of 

tend.ly is our ability to make 
moments to fit YOUR needs. 

If you’d like to collect a 
different kind of moment, just 

ask at support@tend.ly!


